Newsletter 88: Opening new building, Dubai and Canada (or Vietnam?)

Party at Prefamac! We exist
for 30 years and open a
new test room in March of
this year. But even before
that happens we exhibit at
the Gulfood fair in Dubai.
And we participate in the
Belgian state visit to
Canada. At a fast pace of 6
days, Ottawa, Toronto and
Montreal are visited. And in
May it is Vietnam's turn with
HCMC and Hanoi. Time to
meet us somewhere in
person? We are looking
forward to it. We already
show which Prefamac
machines you can see
where. See you soon :-)
Myriam Schepers
Managing Director

Opening new building 20-22/03/2018
We are still working very hard for a whole month, and then the time has
come. The new offices and test room at Prefamac will be opened. With solar
energy, energy-efficient heating and cooling, recuperation of rainwater,
brainstorming space to develop even more creatively, football game in the
dining room, art at all offices, .... Because we also have a nice big chocolate
line of 1000 mm in production, a visit is definitely worth it. To raise the glass
together on "everything new" and even more innovative chocolate machines
that can help you in the future. Cooling tunnels, enrobing machines, melting
kettles, decorating machines, spinning machines, tempering machines,
moulding machines, flaking machines, .... You will see it all during your visit.
The opening party will be spread over 3 days in order to be able to free up
enough time for every visitor
At more photos, we show some examples. Via this link you can already see
some industrial machines at work.
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Gulfood Dubai February 2018
Our distributor for the Arab countries, EMF TRADING, will exhibit at Gulfood from Sunday
18 February to Wednesday 21 February 2018. The very busy trade fair in Dubai is THE
attraction for the Middle East. That is why sufficient talk space is provided on the stand
(HALL 5, STANDS B5-9 and B5-10). A large TV screen shows various industrial Prefamac
applications. In addition, several small machines 'with chocolate' are shown.
Click on more photos, to already melt away. Or visit our website www.prefamac.com first
to prepare well for your exhibition visit. I (Myriam) will be personally present during the
entire Gulfood period to answer "all your questions".

Royal visit Canada
Prefamac Chocolate Machines has again been chosen for a royal visit from our Belgian
Royal Family. This time it is Canada's turn. A great honour to be able to stay in their
company, and we are very proud of it! Three locations in just 6 days is quite super-busy.
Buuuut ... .. meeting you would complete our journey. What works? :




Ottawa on Monday 12/03 or Tuesday 13/03
Toronto on Wednesday 14/03



Montreal on Thursday 15/03 or Friday 16/03?

A Belgian Market Place is being organized to get to know Belgium from its "tastiest" side.
And there are even American customers who have planned a meeting with us, just
because we are in their neighbourhood. So it would be super nice to be able to meet you
there.

….. and to Vietnam in May
And Asia will also be visited once again by Prefamac. This time we chose for
Vietnam. Hanoi from Sunday 13 May to Tuesday 15 May. Ho Chi Minh City
on Wednesday, May 16 and Thursday, May 17. On the network receptions
organized in both locations, a "Belgian Food Tasting" will be provided,
because our Flemish Belgian Prime Minister is also in our company.
Prefamac has already made some appointments in Hanoi and HCMC, but
there is still a lot of room for extra visits. With you at the company or rather
centrally in one of the group hotels? We would like to hear it.
See you soon :-)!

